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CREATE A

EXPERIENCE

At Geneva, we pride ourselves on our ability to create a signature experience for
our customers. Our product designs go far beyond the catalog as we also create
customized pieces to fit customers’ specific needs. We not only offer design flexibility
to our customers, but elegant and functional furnishings that will enhance any dining
atmosphere. Review some our of our customized pieces to see what Geneva
truly has to offer.
How can we help you create a signature experience?
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Breakout Dining Station

Customer:

Hotel Conference Center

Need:

The customer wanted an upscale cart with cooking/warming capabilities and wells for transporting and serving fresh, high-quality
food to guests onsite.

Solution:

Geneva designed a variation of the Breakout Dining Station featuring an induction stove, two ice wells, solid granite top with
spacious drop leaves and edge rails, interior storage, and concealed casters to enhance the onsite dining experience.

Portable Bar

Customer:

National Liquor Distributor

Need:

The customer wanted a bar that was durable and matched their built-in cabinetry and tiling. The customer wanted to use the
bar to showcase signature drinks and high-end liquors while the overhead monitor showed a live demo.

Solution:

Geneva created this custom bar based on the Wilson Bar Series featuring three panels with a custom laminate material that
matched the current décor. With a stainless steel construction, this bar is durable and adds a modern feel to the atmosphere.

Portable Buffet Station

Customer:

Boutique Hotel

Need:

The hotel needed an upscale mobile station with heated wells and solid brass food guard for self-serve of fresh, appetizing food at
special events.

Solution:

Geneva created a unit inspired by the Breakout Dining Station, featuring real wood veneer finish, heated wells, solid granite top
with drop leaves, custom brass food guard, interior storage, and concealed casters for a ‘built-in’ appearance.

Remote Beverage Station

Customer:

Destination Hotel

Need:

The hotel requested a show-stopping cart that could be used to serve juice, coffee, or Bloody Marys away from the lounge and
dining room.

Solution:

Geneva created a furniture grade cart with granite top that includes a recessed pan to house the chafing dish, an ice bin to
chill juices, as well as an additional ice bin for drink preparation. A newspaper rack is included below the polished brass handle
for convenience and the drop leaf offers additional working space. To enhance the overall dining experience, the cart’s finish
was matched to blend with the hotel’s elegant décor.

Portable Bar

Customer:
City Club

Need:

The club wanted a ‘modern’ portable bar for special events that would complement the existing décor with the durability and
cleanabilty of stainless steel.

Solution:

Geneva modified the Wilson Series fully stainless steel bar with a custom lexan standoff front panel that can be changed out for a
striking custom look.
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